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April 2021 – KEY TAKEAWAYS

The NHL FUND recorded a return for April 2021 of -1.50%. The Fund
made 72 trades for the month, slightly below the long term average, as
explained herein.

For April the return by the the benchmark indices were DJIA (+2.48%),
NASDAQ100 (4.46%) and HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index (+1.63%). It
was the first time that the Fund did not outperform any of the
benchmarks on a monthly basis.

Year-to-date the NHL Fund has returned +2.65%. Year-to-date the
benchmark indices returns have been; DJIA (+9.62%), NASDAQ100
(+2.88%) and HFRX Global Hedge Fund Index (+2.95%).

The market performance for the month was unprecedented. Over the
past three years the average SR for the market has been below 60%.
For over 100 games in the middle of April the market SR was 72%. The
strong market performance meant that the edge normally attributed to
the algorithm technology was effectively eroded.

As a Group that has traded global sports markets for almost a decade
the market outperformance for April has been unprecedented. In the
previous 3 NHL seasons, the model SR held a consistent 3+% edge over
the market which, in any sporting market, allows significant trading
confidence.

Whilst the SR of the algorithm underpinning the investment decisions
remained solid at 57.5% the strong market performance necessitated
an amendment to the trading strategy. This flexibility meant that we
were able to navigate the latter part of the month relatively unscathed.
By the last week of the month the market SR had regressed to 60%.

The month in review
For the month of April 2021, we generated
a gross return of -1.50%. Year-to-date the
Fund has returned +2.65.

The negative return for the month can be
attributed to the outperformance of the
market in terms of strike rate % (SR). Over
the full month of April, the SR for the
market was 64.8%, representing a 10%
increase over its long-term average. For a
period of two weeks in the middle of the
month the market SR was 72%,
representing a 25% spike in performance.
Whilst the algorithm continued to perform
at its long term, expected level for long
periods of April it was unable to generate
an edge over the market. This was highly
unexpected. To counter the strong market
performance, we amended our trading and
investment strategy.

By the end of the month the market
performance was softening. We expect this
to continue.

Moving forward we anticipate that the
robust performance of the algorithm will
continue. We do not however anticipate
the continued outperformance of the
market.



The month in review
For the month of April 2021, we have generated a gross return of
-1.50%. The return for the month is disappointing but as
explained below it was largely unavoidable. We are confident
that with the correction in the market strike rate, monthly returns
will return to those expected.

Result Summary
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It was not all gloom and doom for the Fund however during this
period as the algorithm SR remained solid, within its expected
range of performance. Furthermore, whilst it took a little while
to recognise the market performance as a trend and not a spike,
as soon as the data indicated something was happening out of the
ordinary, we amended the trading strategy by implementing
additional filters. These filters meant for more circumspect and
selective trading. Whilst the addition of these filters reduced
trading activity and turnover, it did mean that we were able to
finish the month in a much stronger position than had we
continued to trade unabated, ignoring the signals from the
market that it was strong. The ability to be flexible and amend
the strategy augurs well for the Fund moving forward.

What drove the strong market performance in April? This is the
–1.50% question. Our initial hypothesis is that the unique nature
of this season, and specifically the cramped schedule where sides
play each other over short periods of time, has allowed the
market to predict more easily than normal the outcomes of
matches. Furthermore, the absence of crowds and with it the lack
of perceived home ground advantage may have also contributed
to the strength of the market performance. The strength of the
algorithm that underpins our investment decisions has been its
ability, over the course of a full season to analyse, rate and
predict matches between all teams across all divisions. To an
extent, this advantage, or edge over the market has been partially
eroded so far this season.

By the last week of April the market SR was regressing to its long
term average, registering 60.4% for the final 7 days of April. We
would anticipate that this regression to the mean will continue.

So for April, the market knocked us down and won the month on
points – but given the flexibility in the trading strategy and
investment approach, it did not knock us out. There are signs
that the market’s hot streak is starting to fizzle – and if it does we
will again be waiting.

From the Trading Desk – “the knocked down but not out
edition”

April was a brutal month of trading for the team. Over the course
of the 229 matches played, the algorithm technology posted a
strike rate of 57.4%. The long-term average for the model is
marginally shy of 60% so whilst the performance of the model for
the month was marginally inferior to the average, it was within
the confidence limits established in rigorous pre-season trading
simulations.

The brutality of the month was catalysed by the unprecedented
market strike rate. The market strike rate for the month was
64.8%. As per Table 2 below this is well above the long-term
average of the market.

NHL Fund DJIA NASDAQ100 HFRX

April Return (%) -1.50 +2.48 +4.46 +1.63

Year-to-date  (YTD) +2.65 +9.62 +2.88 +2.95

TABLE 1: Results for April 2021 & YTD
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May Outlook
We will start May 2021 in circumspect fashion, monitoring the
market performance. From a purely statistical viewpoint it is
highly unlikely that the market SR will remain at circa 64%. From
experience in other sporting markets, it is anticipated that a
“random walk” of this magnitude will fall back into line.

With play offs approaching we will also be more selective in the
matches we trade. With positions in divisions certain it is likely
that there will be several matches where avoiding injury, or
remaining fresh will hold more sway than generating a winning
result. We will steer clear of these matches as we have found
through experience in other sports that trading these can be
fraught with danger. Similarly, once the play offs begin we will
look to err on the side of conservatism until new analysis dictates
an alternative approach.
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April Current 
Season

YTD

2019-
2020

2018-
2019

2017-
2018

MARKET SR (%) 64.8 60.5% 56.0 57.6 59.0

TABLE 2: Market SR for April and previous seasons

Within the month of April there was a two week period between
matches 95 and 186 where the market SR was consistently as high
as 72%. During the same period the model SR was 64%. With no
clear edge over the market it is impossible to generate positive
returns over the long term. This period was particularly
troublesome for the Fund.

By way of comparison, and to provide some perspective on the
NHL market performance for the month of April, in no other sport
that we have analysed and traded over nearly a decade have we
seen a market performance increase by 25%. A short-term spike
of 5-10% can be expected from time to time but to spike by 25%
over 100 games is, in financial parlance, a “black swan” event.


